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DEDICATION TO ATATÜRK’S CENTENNIAL

Holding the torch that was lift by Atatürk in the hope of advancing 
our Country to a modern level of civilization, we celebrate the 
one hundredth anniversary of his birth. We know that we can only 
achieve this level in the fields of Science and technology that are 
the wealth of humanity by being productive and Creative. As we 
thus proceed, we are conscious that, in the vvords of Atatürk, “the 
truest guidc” is knovvledge and Science.

As membcrs of the Faculty of Science at the University of 
Ankara we are making every effort to carry out scientific research, 
as well as to educate and train technicians, scientists, and graduates 
at every level. As long as we keep in our minds what Atatürk created 
for his Country, wecan neverbe satisfied with what we have been 
able to achieve. Yet, the longing for truth, beauty, and a sense of 
responsibility toward our fellow human beings that he kindled within 
us gives us strength to strive for even more basic and m e anin g ful 
service in- the future.

Eroin this year forward, we wish and aspire toward surpassing our 
past efforts, and with each coming year, to scrve in greater measure 
the field of universal Science and our own nation.
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SUMMARY

In this paper we feproduce the proofs of Cousin and Poincare problems for the structure 
sheaf A [5] without making explicit nse of flabby sheaf theory. We conciude with a Remark 
in section 3.

For the Solutions of these problems we shall merely make direct 
appeal to a property inherent to A, i.e., sections defined in A can be 
extended holomorphically to the entire region of definition.

We recall the foUotving

Definitions. Let Gc: C", be a region (connected öpen set), and 
A(G) the ring (C- Algebra) of holomorphic functions on G. Then the 
set A of ali convergent power series (germs) representing the elements 
of A(G) is called a restricted sheaf över G.

It was proved in [1 ] that A is coherent as soon as G is a region of 
holomorphy.

1. The First Cousin Problem. We first recall the following

Definitions. Since G is connected, A(G) is an integral domain, and 
we can form the field of guotients M(G) whose elements are of the form 
f/g, f, g e A(G) with non vanishing g. For any fixed z e G we can form
the quotient field of whose elements 

then
are of the form f^/g^ with

M = V M, 
zeG

'■z

is a sheaf witlı the topology gerierated by the sets
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{4/gz' zsUczG öpen connected set, g27^:0, f, g e A(G)} 
as follows: Let m be the class represented by f /g, f, g e A(G), then we 
write m — f/g and m^ = f^/g^. In the neighborhood U of z, m^ defines

m|U = flU/glU
which in turn defines at every point of U, mç. The Union över U of
these classes defines an öpen set, and the collection of these sets
forms the hasis of the topology in guestion.

The sheaf so defined is called an r-sheaf of germs of meromorphic 
functions över G. The germs are the elements m^ of M, called the stalk 
of Af. A section över U is defined in the usual way, i.e., it is a continuous
mapping U -> M whiclı assigns to each point z of G a meromorphic
germ över that point. Moreover, the composition of this mapping
with the projection mapping Af 
ping lo-

G restricted to U is the identity map-

The sections are called meromorphic fanctions, and the collection 
of the sections över U is denoted by M(U) or r(U,Af). Thus if m 6 F
(G,Af), then m|U e r(U, Af). In the sequel, the notation m
r (U, Af) will always mean that f and g are the restrictions to the öpen 
set U, of holomorphic functions in A(G), with a non vanishing g.

After these preparations, the first Cousin problem for the structure 
r-sheaf A can be formulated as follows:

Given a global section of MIA, find a global section of Af 'vvhich 
is mapped canonically on the given section.

Note that since is the field of quotients of A^, can be identified
with a subset of M^, and A with a 
injection ı.

It is clear that the sequence

subsheaf of M under the canonical

(1) M M/A
is an exact seqnence of sheaves of C- modules, then so is

0 r (G, A) r (G, M) ■ r (G, M/A)

= E

O A
I

* 
I

O

exact.

Theorem 1.1. If G c C“ is a region of holomorphy, then the sequence 
of sections
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*
1

* 
TT

0 r (G, - (G, (G, M/A) 0
is exact.

Proof. It will of course suffice to show that tc’ is surjective.
shall ftlloAv the same pattern of proof as in [2, 3]. Let în e F (G, M jA} 
be any given section, and z e G an arbitrary point. Then m (z) e M jA. 
Since TC is surjective there is an element (germ) s e M such that tc (o)
= m (z). Hence there is a neigkborhood U = U (z) c G and a section
m e r (U,M) with Tcom (z) = m (z) and Tcom = m |U. To sttmmarize, for 
every z g G, there is an öpen set U = U (z) <= G and a section m över 
U with Tcom = m IU.

Consider the collection U = {(U, m)} of ali pairs (U, m) with KOm = 
in I U. The collection 17 has the following additional property: let (Uı, 
mj, (U^, m^) e U. (i) If Uı H U^ = 0, then there is a section m* in M 
oyeı U* = Uı U U^ whose image under tc is m| U*, i.e., (U*, m*) e U. 
(ii) Suppose Uı A U2 ^ 0. The seguence of sections

() > r (Uı fi U2, r (Uı n U2, M) -> r (Uı n U2, mia)

is exact. Since tz o (m.ı-ıa^ |Uı n U2 = 0, there is by (1) an s gF (Uı D U2, 
A) with lOs = mı - m2 I Uı A U2. By the very definition of A, s can be ex-
tended holomorphically to a section 
över U* = Uı U U2 defined by

( “ti (z)

S2 e r (U2, A). Now, the section m*

m* (z) =
z e Uı

(lOSj + m^) (z) Z 6 Uj

hes in F (XJı u U2, M), and Tcom* = jn|UıU U2.

Hence again (U*,m*) e U. If we define (Uı,mı) (U^jmj) to mean
Uı <= U2 and mı = m
consider ali clıains(U

2 [Uı, then a partial ordering is defined in U. Now,
ıSl in U with the property that either (U,j,nij,)

< (Ui2,nii2) or (Uı^,™!^) < Eaclı chain has an upper bound:
U = Uı and m I Uı = mı which is an element of U. By Zorn’s lemma
there is a maximal element (Up,m,Lp) e U. in view of the property of
U, Uj cannot be a proper subsct of G. For, then there would exist z® e
G and a neighborhood of z®, U (z®) c G so that (U'•*
with m*p I Up = m,lp) G U. Namely, (Up, lUp) < (U*p,

== Ilp U U(z«), m*,
m

o
*p) thus violating

the maximality of (Uj,mj). Since G is a region of holomorphy Up cannot 
contain properly G either. So Up = G.
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As an immediate consequence of theorem 1.1 we can State

Theorem 1.2. If C" is a region of holomorphy with the structure 
r-sheaf A, then the first Cousin problem is always solvable globally.

2. Second Cousin and Poincare Problems.
a. Cech Cohomology. Wc recall the following definitions [4].

Cochains of a Covering. Let X be a topological space and 17 = (U)igî 
be an öpen covering of X.

Let S be a sheaf of abelian groups (or R-modules) över X. If q > 
0 is an integer, and s = (io,...,iq) is a finite sequence of elements in I, 
then we set

Us = U, = Uto n ... n u,,.

Definition 2.1. A q-cochain över U with valt.es in S is a map f which 
assigns to every sequence s = (ı^,,...,! ) of q4-l elements in I a section 
of S:

f(s)er(Ug,S)

Över Ug. Recalling that F (Us,S) is an abelian group, (or R-module) then
the q-cochains form an abelian group, i.e,. the group product
(2) II (U„S)
extended över ali sequences S of q-|-1 elements in I.

A q-cochain is called an alternating q-cochain if;

(a) f(s)
(i(„...,iq) are equal, or Ug

f (io,...,i(j) = 0 whenever two indices in the sequence

(b) f(s) is an alternating function of s, i.e., f(s) changes sign if two
indices in s are permuted.

The alternating q-cochains form a 
is dencted by C’ (17,S).

We define a coboundary operatör

subgroup of (2). This subgroup

0

d 

by setting

'!C’i-ı (U,S)= d’: C’ (17,S)

(df) (lov ;)"dg+ı.
Q+l

j=0 ,1 •’ '«4-1ı) İUlo...lq4.js (-iyf(io,- j'

where î. means that the index ı, is delated.j3
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It is easy to see that d is a homomorphism with d‘’+* od’ = 0.

Finally, we introduce

Z'^ (U,S) = {f: f 6 C’ (U,S), d’ f == 0},

B’ (U S) = (d’f: f e (U,S)}, C~' = 0
the group of q-cocycles and the group of q-coboundaries with values 
in S respectively. Then B’ cZ’. One can therefore define

H’(U,S) = Z’(U,S)/B’(U,S)

ıvhich is called the q-th cohonıology group of ,U with values in S.
The Ğech complex is defined by the sequence

d d
c“ (u,s) -

which is exact at every location q>l if and only if TF (U,S) = 0.

If f is a 0-cocycle, then f (ı^) - f (ı,) == 0 in Uı„ 0 Uiı for ali ı^ and
İp vfhich means that the sections and f (ij) caincide on Uı^ (1 Uij
and so altogether define a single section f e F (X,S). Conversely, eıery
section f e r Qi., S) does so det ermine a 0-cocycle f. Hence

H» (U,S) s r (X,S).

b. Second Cousin Problem. Let X be a n-dimensional Complex
manifold, R a commutative ring with 1 and S a sheaf of R-modules
över X. Finally, let U = (Uı)iei be 

We have the following [2 ]
an öpen covering of X.

Lemma 2.1. If X itself is 
(U,S) = 0, q > 1.

an alement of the covering U, then H’’

Proof. W e must show that if c = c
there is an f=f

(ı»’- ,1,) {U,S), q > 1, then
,) e C’ ’ (,U,S) such that df = c. Now, by hypot-

hesis there is an index a el such that X = Uo(6Î7. Let c eZ** (U,S), q>L 
There is a cochain f 6 C’’"^ (U^S) defined by

Since dc = 0, we have

q
,1o = (dc) (a, io,...iq) = C (ı,,,...,!,) - S (-1)1 c (a, ı„,...,î 1

j=o
Also,
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(df) (1„,.= Ş
J=o

1 ,= S (-!)■’ c 
j=o ,1■J'

= C (lo,.",lq)-
Hence df = c. Namely, the Ğech cohomology sequeİİce is exact at every 
location q > 1, i.e., H® (U,S) = 0, q >1.

an
Lemma 2.2. Let Gcf" he a region of holomorphy and U = (Uı)iel 

arhirary öpen covering of G. Then (U, S) = 0 for ali q>l.

Proof. Let c e TA {U,A), q>l. If Wc:G is an öpen set, then c |We
Z’ (W fi U,A) means W fi U = { W fi Uı # 0: Uı e G} and (c | W) (lo,.. 
lq) = C (lov,tq) |W fi U\,...,lq.

Next, let z° eG be arbitrary. Then there is ı^ el and an öpen neigh-
borhood W = W (z®) c:Uı„. But then Wc W fi U. By lemma 2.1, H*»
(W n U,A) = 0, q>l. Namely, there is an feC’~ı (W fi U,A) such that
df = e) W. If VcGis
an f' e C’-ı (V fi Î7,7İ) such that df' =

an öpen set with the same property, i.e., there is
c IV, then

S = (f-f') |w fi Ve Z'î-ı (V n V fi U,A).

Now, q = 1 implies Z°(W fiV fi U,A) = H® (W ÛV fi U,^) = 
r (W fi V,^) and so s e r (W fiV,24). But then s can be extended holo-

morphically to s e r (V,^). We then set

s*
f(z) zeW

( f' (z) s (z) zeV.

Clearly s* e r(W U VjA), and since ds = 0 it followş that ds* 
Hence

= c|Wu V.

((Wu V) fi U,A) = 0.

If q ^I then we proceed hy induction on q. We thereföre assume

H’-ı ((Wu V) fi U,A) = 0.

Accordingiy there is an h e (W fiV fi U,A) such that dh = s.
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Therefore,

h (lo5'"dq_2.,)6r(wnvnuı„,...,ı,_„

can be extended holomorphically to

(loV5İ(j_2,aer(Vn U1„,..., ı^_^,

Let

f* (lov
i f (z)

{ (f' + dh) .,1,

zeW n Uij,...,ig_j

“«-I.j) (z) zeV n
"Ag-l.) («) =

Then f* e C’-^ ((Wu V) n U,A ) and df* = c |Wu V. Hence ((Wu 
V)n[;,^) = o.

As in theorem 1.1, we may consider the collections { (U*, s*)},
respectively {(U*, f*)} of ali pairs (U*, s*), respectively (U*, f*), such 
that s* er (U*, ^), ds* = c |U*, q = 1, respectively f* e(U* n U,A),
df* = c|U*, q > 1. These collections are partially ordered by set
inciusion, and every chain has an upper bound vhich is aıi element
of the collection. By Zorn’s lemma there is a maximal element (Up,
Sjı), respectively (U^, f„), such that s.
respectively f^ e C’ (U,.4), df„ = c

’o
lU„,q

e r (ü„, A), ds = c I U„, q = 1,
1. It is clear that an element

is maximal only if Ug = G. Hence c e B’ (Î7,A). Namely, the Ğech co
homology sequence is exact at every location q > 1, i.e.,

H’ (U,A) =

H’ (G,A) being the inductive limit of H’ [4] we may State

Theorem 2.1. If GczC” is 
türe r-sheaf över G, then

a region of holomorphy and A the struc-

H’ (G,A) = 0, q > 1.

To solve the second Cousin problem for the structure r-sheaf A. 
let M* = M- {0} be the sheaf of germs of invertible meromorphic func
tions. Af* contains as a subsheaf the sheaf A* who8e elements consist 
of those germiş m^ of M* that are invertible holomorphic functions in 
some neighborhood of z. Thus the germs of A* are units in A*. The 
sheaves A* and Af* are multiplicative abelian groups. The sections of 
r (G, A*) are the nowhere vanishing holomorphic functions on G. The 
quotient sheaf D = M* jA* is called the sheaf of germs of divisors in 
G, the sections in D being called divisors. The second Cousin problem 
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can then be formulated exactly as the first one: Given a global section 
of D, find a global section of M* which is mapped canonically on the given 
section. By analogy with the solution of the first Cousin problem tve 
may consider the exact sequence

4* M* -> D1 - > O.

The induced long exact cohomology segnence is

1 -> r(G3*) -> r(G,M*)
Tü
->

■'î
r(G,D) -> H‘ (G,4*)

The second Cousin problem will then be solved for ali divisors if K*is 
surjective, i,e., (G,^*) = 0. However, very littie is known about this
gronp. To study the group H’(G,/1*) we introduce as usual the exact 
sequence

H‘ (G,M*)

zO X j.* 1

of sheaves of Z-modules, where Z denotes the constant sheaf of the ad- 
ditive group of integers and

e: f ->

The associated long exact cohomology sequence is

H* (G,A)
S

H* (G, A^) (G,Z) H" (G,J)

an
By theorem 2.1 the groups on 

isomorphisıp.:
the left and right being both 0, s is

H‘(G,^*) s H‘(G,Z).
Combining the maps Tj and 8, we have

c: r (G,D) ■-> (G,Z), c = so/j.

This map is surjective, and the second Cousin problem will be solved for 
those divisors belonging to the kernel of c. More precisely, the homo
morphism c associates to every divisor d e l’(G, D) a 2-dimensional 
integral cohomology class c (d) e H’ (G,Z) called the characteristic class 
or the Chern class of d, and the second Cousin problem solvable for 
those divisors whose Chern class vanishes. Therefore

Theorem 2.2 The second Cousin problem for the structure r-sheaf 
A, can be solved for ali divisors if and only if H’ (G, Z) = 0 (or H’ (G,X*) 
= 0).
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Recall that the germs of D ~ M* jA* are equivalent classes of germs 
of meromorphic functions, where germs represented by meromorphic
functions mp m.■2 are equivalent at z s G if and only if is a uûit
of A*. Now, let d = F(G,D) = H“ (G,I>) be a divisor on G. This means 
that there exists a cover U = (Ui)ıeı of G aod meromorphic functions 
mj G H“ (Uj, M*) with k* (m.) = d lUj and mj /mj 6 H" (U. n Uj, A*).
Every collection of pairs ((Uj,mj)} for a cover U = (Ujljgj with Klj
e H° (Uj, M*) and mj/mj e H" (Uj flUj, A*) determines a divisor d e F 
(G,D). One calls {(Uj,m.)} a d-representing Cousin data.

Definition 2.2. A divisor d on G is principal if there exists a mero
morphic function m defined on G such that the divisor it defines is eqıı.al 
to d. One writes in this case d = (m).

Thus for any m e F (G,M*), the divisor tt* (m) G F (G,D) is principal.

Definition 2.3. A divisor d on G is called positive (or integral) and
is denoted by d > 0 vvhenever there is 
^(Uj, mj))} where mj e F (G, A) for ali i.

a d-representing Cousin data

Thus a meromorphic function m 6 F (G, M*) is holomorphic if and
only if 7t* (m) = d = (m) g 

Note that every divisor
0.

can be Uniquely vvritten as the difference
of two positive divisors, vrith no common prime omponents.

With these definitions theorem 2.2 takes the form

Theorem 2.3. Let A be the structure r-sheaf of a region of holomorphy 
GcC". A divisor d e F (G,D) is principal if and only if t) (d) e Hı(G,^*) 
= 0 or equivalently if and only if its Chern class c(d) vanishes.

c. Poincare Problem. The Poincare problems: Given a region G,
is every function meromorphic in G a quotient of two functions holo- 
morphic in G ? (and coprime at every point ?), can also he solved for
the stntcture r-sheaf However, a positive answer to the question in
parenthesis can only he given under the hypothesis (G, Z) = 0.

Indeed, let m e F (G, M), my^O, be a meromorphic function. Then
m 6 F(G, M*) and so Tt‘.* (m) = (m) e r(G,I)). We may write uniquely
(m) = d+ - d" with 0 gS d+, d“ e F (G,D). Now, (G,Z) = 0 implies
the existence of meromorphic functions f, g e F (G, M*) such that ti:'
(f) = d+, K* (g) = d^. Hence f, g are holomorphic with tî* (f jg) = d+ -d-, 
and thereföre m =-- f/g.
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3. Remark. Ali the results so far obtained are valid of course for 
Stein or a Florack manifold tvhieh are both regions of holomorphy.

a

Since every finite dimensional Stein manifold is (i) holomorphically separahle and is charac- 
terized algehraically by the fact that (ii) ev ery non trivial linear functional is a point functional 
with finitely generated maximal ideal [3], it foilows from our definition of a Florack manifold 
(it is a manifold satisfying conditions (i), (ii)) that a Stein manifold is a Florack manifold. Con- 
versely, every Florack manifold is a Stein manifold. To see this, we observe the foilow ng:

1. Firstly, it is sufficient to show that a Florack manifold is holomorphically convex. We 
say that a manifold X is holomorphically convex, if (x.) is a discrete sequence in X (it is a sequen- 
ce which tends to the ideal boundary point 
on X which is unhounded on (x|).

« ’), then there oxîsts a function f holomorphic

2. Secondly, to fix the ideas, let G be a region (öpen connected set) in C. Then every non 
trivial linear functional m on A (G) is a point functional m^, a e G. Namely,

r m^ if a s G 
m

( 0 if a G, i, e., a e G.

The trivialit^ of m implies that G is holomorphically convex. Indeed, let (z^) be a sequence 
in G with linnt a e S G. Then f (z) = 1 /(z-a) is holomorphic on G and ( | f (z-) | ) is unbormded.

Similarly, if G is X, then m = 0 implies the existence of a unit in A (X) lying in the maxi- 
mal ideal and vmiishing at “ ço”, and there by the existence of a function holomorphic on X
with pole at co î» Upon this remark we conciude that

Theorem 3.1. T^vo Stein manifold of dimension n X,X’ are holomorphically egui- 
valent if and only if there is a ring isomorphism between A(X),A(X’) that preserves the 
constant,

Proof, Since a Stein manifold is a region of holomorphy then every non trivial 
linear functional on A(X) is a point functional with finitely generated fixed maximal ideal. 
The cûnciusion follows. [6]

ÖZET

Bu makalede, Cousin ve Poincare problemleri yeniden ele alınmış olup bu kere yumuşak 
demet teorisi kullanılmadan çözümlenmiştir.
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